CABLE MATERIALS, PROCESSING & ENGINEERING
The Cables & Engineering (C&E) Dept, managed by John Lees, was formed
by the amalgamation the High Pressure and the Plastics Laboratories, the
latter was run by Eric Simpson until his retirement.
HIGH PRESSURE RESEARCH
Colin Goodman (formerly of GEC Hirst Research Centre) set up a High
Pressure Lab. at STL in 1961, with equipment capable of handling
pressures of 100 kbar (ca 600 Tsi <Tons per square inch>) and
temperatures up to 2000oC. The
objective of the work was to synthesise
new semiconducting materials and to
investigate the effects of high
pressures on existing semiconducting
materials. John Lees (ex Hirst and the
National Engineering Laboratory) ran the
laboratory and developed the use of high
pressures in cable engineering. Some of
the work carried out:

 Diamond was grown using a
heated tetrahedral Bridgman
‘anvil’ to create a hydrostatic
pressure 60 kbar at 1500oC.
There was no intention of further
work on diamonds; the purpose of
making some was purely a proving
exercise for the equipment and
mechanical design.
 David Pitt investigated the effect of high pressure on the mobility of
electrons and holes in structures grown on indium phosphide (InP) in
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conjunction with Alf Adams of Surrey University. The impetus for the
work came from David Greene who was working on long-wavelength
lasers based on quaternary alloys on InP substrates. He had found
puzzlingly low mobility of electrons and holes, and David Pitt had
suggested using high pressures and low temperatures to better
understand the scattering mechanisms.
 David Pitt and Duncan Gunn designed a simple, inexpensive 18 kbar
hydrostatic apparatus incorporating a high magnetic field, and used it
to work on the Hall effect on gallium arsenide (GaAs), GaAsxP1-x and
HgS.
 When the use of the high-pressure equipment for STL-based projects
declined in the early 1980s, John Lees and Colin Goodman negotiated
with the SERC (Science & Engineering Research Council) to take over
the responsibility and funding for it, so that university research
projects could use it at STL. David Pitt supervised many PhD students
and post-Doc researchers from Surrey and other universities. This
collaboration later ceased about the time when Alf Adams got funding
from the SERC to install high-pressure equipment at Surrey.
 Hydrostatic extrusion. (1) The established way of making thin wire
was/is to draw wire stock sequentially through dies of ever diminishing
hole size, interrupted by numerous annealings at temperature. A
process of a single reduction of a billet of metal to a fine wire was
developed at the UK Atomic Energy Fuel Element Labs (UKAEFE),
Springfields, using hydrostatic
extrusion. To support the STC
Cable Division at Newport, a
feasibility programme of work
was started at STL to use the
technique for the reduction of
copper and aluminium to rod and
wire. Using the UKAEFE
facilities
and dies
designed
at STL, a cylindrical copper billet could be
extruded into multiple rods (see sample), square
copper wire bars could be extruded into a rod,
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and a 100 mm aluminium billet extruded cold into a 2.5 mm diameter
wire.
(2) A small version of a hydrostatic extrude was built at STL in which
the diameter of a coil of aluminium wire could be reduced.
Hazard note: the hydrostatic extrusion at STL was not without risk
to others. If the extrusion had a problem it could eject metal,
which passed through the metal walls into Derek Bolger’s laboratory
next door!!
CABLE & ADVANCED ENGINEERING R&D
The C&E Dept had a custom-designed building located in the old car park
at the rear of STL, adjacent to the old A11. John Bury and Brian
Cranfield managed work on polymer technology, and the work in this area
is shown in a separate display. Duncan Gunn, as Manager Marine
Technology, managed development work on submarine repeaters and
cables for STC Submarine Systems at Greenwich and Southampton.
Some of the work carried out in the C&E was:
 Conform was a patented
process developed at UKAEFE
Springfields, and a machine was
installed at STL that was
developed to continuously
extrude copper or aluminium
into a C-section cladding around
the central core of fibre optic
cables. After closure of the Csection around the core, it
formed an impermeable barrier
to hydrogen and moisture
ingress, and an envelope to withstand crushing pressure for subsea
application. It was transferred to STC Southampton but applying the
process to production was fraught with difficulties, and was not used.
 Repeater bulkhead redesign: the then current STC Greenwich design
of the bulkhead was ‘massive’ to stop the ingress of water and resist a
sea loading of over 400 tons. A simpler, thinner bulkhead was designed
with an improved design of hermetic and waterproof seal through
which high voltage cable entered the repeater. By using helium instead
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of water the test time was reduced from 28 days to 1hour. The design
was subsequently used in both digital and analogue repeaters by
Greenwich.
Protective coating of steel repeaters: the then current coating used by
STC Greenwich was zinc, which was a source of electrochemical
hydrogen that could permeate through the bulkhead. An epoxy-based
protective coating for the steel repeater was developed and adopted
by STC Greenwich.
Fibre splicing: BT had
developed a process for
joining optical fibres
together, but it was very
complicated. A simpler and
more efficient method was
designed and developed.
Fibre-optic/power feed glands: A new gland design for the combined
entry of multiple fibres and power through a single port to a repeater
was designed and patented.
Terminations: For the cable joints and repeaters of optical systems
new methods were designed to terminate, without a reduction in load
carrying capacity, the high tensile steel wires of lightweight deepwater cable and the heavy armour of shallow water cable.
Damage testing of subsea cable: subsea cable systems in fishing areas
suffer from damage by ship’s anchors and beam trawlers. The heavy
skids and numerous chains at the entrance to the net hooking the
cable. The Cable Lab undertook simulation trials on land at BT
Martlesham, involving STC Southampton.
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